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‘double colonisation : Colonial and Post Colonial Women's Writing’

 







'Can the Subaltern Speak'











  





  



















Traditional morality



Traditional Morality-artist temperment 

    

           































   















  









   

























sex attraction

    





‘‘Flavour! an impalpable quality, ess ensily captured than the scent of
a flower, the peculiar and most essential attribute of any work of art!
Flavour, in fine is the spirit of the dramatist prejected into his work in
a state of  volatiity, so that no one can exactly lay hands on it, here

there or anywhere." 
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Possessive insticnct



‘‘Where the wild raiders, beauty and passion come stealing in filchering
security beneath  our noses. The impingement of beauty the clims of





freedom, on a pssessive world, are the main prepossesions of Forsyth

Saga.’’
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‘‘Where sex attraction is utterly and definitely lacking in one partner to a union
no amount of pity, or reason, or duty or what not, can overcome a repulsion

implict in nature.’’
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